
27 May 2020 

Dear Parent / Carer 

Priority groups wider reopening 

(Nursery – TYOP/FS1, FS2, Year 1 and Year 6) 

Thank you all for your continued support during these unprecedented times.  With the increasing 

numbers of children due to return within the Year Groups, FS2, Year 1 and Year 6 we will be setting 

up new ‘Family Groups’ of no more than 15 children, in line with Government guidance.  The ‘Family 
Groups’ within FS1 will be smaller, no more than groups of 8 children and no more than 4 children in 
TYOP in line with Government ratios. 

Please be aware that within a school setting we will be unable to guarantee the 2 metre social 

distancing as in the wider community.  It is acknowledged in the Government guidance that children 

are to remain at a safe distance.  This will be achieved through continuous reminders about staying at 

a safe distance, as well as remaining in their same ‘Family Group’ to limit cross-contamination and 

socially distancing of these ‘Family Groups’. 

Collection and drop-off 

In order to support the return of more children to the Academy we need to limit numbers at the start 

and end of the day too, we have therefore planned staggered start and finish times that need to be 

strictly adhered to.  We will not be able to accommodate late arrivals or early collections during this 

new phase of working.  It is also essential that only one parent comes to the Academy to drop off and 

collect each day.   

A specific letter for each Year group will follow detailing the times/routines for this.  There will be no 

facility for face-to-face meetings with staff to ensure everyone’s safety.  Should you have any 

questions regarding your child, you will need to email the member of staff allocated to your child’s 
‘Family Group’, this will be published on the Year Group specific letters also. 

When dropping off/collecting please follow the one way systems to keep everyone safe.  There should 

be no one going to the Academy Office during these times.  All contact should preferably be through 

email or the Academy’s main switchboard in an emergency. 

Coronavirus symptoms shown 

If you, your child or other family member from your household, show any of the symptoms of 

Coronavirus, you should not be in the Academy.  If a child shows any symptoms during the day we will 

call you to collect your child/ren immediately - self isolation will then need to happen as per the 

Government guidance.  Until this period of self-isolation has occurred, re-entry to the Academy will 

not be possible, unless a test has been taken and there is proof of being negative to Coronavirus is 

confirmed.  We will need to see this confirmation.   

Should someone in the family group test positive, then the whole family group within our Academy 

will need to be sent home to self-isolate/test.  It is imperative that should anyone test positive for 

Coronavirus in your household we are informed immediately so that appropriate action can be taken 

as per the Government guidance. 

 

 



Behaviour expectations 

Academy behaviour expectations will remain, however, during these times it is important that the 

children understand that they are not to leave their ‘Family Group’ to ensure the safety of the whole 

Academy community.  If the children cannot follow these expectations parents/carers will be asked 

to collect their child.  There may be the need, for the whole community’s safety, that we are unable 

to have the child in attendance at this time if this expectation cannot be followed.   

Sickness and diarrhoea require you to stay away from the Academy for 48 hours after the last bout of 

this. 

Dress Code 

During this time we are not expecting uniform to be worn, however, we will ask that there are daily 

clean clothes worn to limit contamination.  It is recommended that clothes are washed or at least put 

to air near an open window/door/outside, and if possible used on rotation, ideally over three days (72 

hours). 

Things from home 

There should be no bags brought in to the Academy each day to limit the opportunities for Coronavirus 

to spread.  A named, full water bottle would be appreciated so that it can stay on your child’s table, if 
one is not available a named plastic cup will be provided and then discarded at the end of the day. 

Lunches 

Packed lunches will be the only option during this time which will be eaten in your child’s new ‘Family 
Group’ classroom.  It is recommended that these are ordered through Kingswood Caterers, again 

limiting the number of different places objects are brought into the Academy from.  Should this not 

be possible, then lunches should be brought in, in a disposable bag which will be thrown away, as per 

an Academy trip. 

Up-to-date information 

Please complete and return the attached form with your most recent contact details, child’s updated 
medical needs/allergies and any relevant information in relation to anything that may affect your 

child’s mental health/well-being that has occurred during this period of lock-down (ie a bereavement).  

If all these forms could be emailed back to annerussell@woodnewtonalc.com 

Face masks 

As per the Government guidance, May 11th 2020, where it states that there is no need for PPE and no 

need for face-masks or face-coverings, except for those staff who work closely with the children (ie 

Intimate care needs).  Face masks will not be provided other than the reasons outlined above and for 

use by staff that are supervising children that are ill/showing symptoms in the Academy whilst waiting 

for their parent/carer to collect. 

Face masks may be worn by staff and children who choose to bring these in to the Academy.  These 

will need to be taken home daily and washed.  There is guidance on the safe removal of masks which 

you need to ensure that your child is able to undertake for the safety of everyone (Face-masks being 

worn by Young Children). 
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Planning, Preparation and Assessment (PPA) 

In order to support the staff in the preparation of planning work for the children, they would usually 

have 10% of their taught time when another adult would cover their class.  In these unprecedented 

times, to support Socially Distancing through the ‘Family Groups’ we do not have enough adults to 
ensure that we do not cross-contaminate these.  Therefore to facilitate staff PPA and minimise the 

risk of cross contamination we will be closing early on a Wednesday afternoon.  Children of Key 

Workers will remain in the Academy, having a second adult assigned to support their adults PPA at 

some point during the week. 

Final words 

We look forward to welcoming the children back in to the Academy although it will look different from 

what your child has been used to.  Please reassure your child that they will be in a smaller ‘Family 
Group’, with the same adult until the Government guidance changes to reflect that it is safe for all, or 

more children, to be phased back into the Academy.  It is essential that you support us in explaining 

the importance of regular handwashing and the need to listen to, and follow, all adult’s in the 

Academy instructions to minimise any risks, keeping the whole Academy community safe. 

Reminder – if your child is not on our initial register you will not be allowed to leave your child.  There 

will be a procedure to follow should you wish for your child to attend as we move forward this Term.  

This will involve emailing the Academy administrative team, annerussel@woodnewtonalc.com to ask 

for an electronic form that you will need to complete.  Your child will then be assigned a ‘Family Group’ 
and you will receive the relevant information regarding drop off and collection times, entry and exit 

points and the ‘Family Group’ lead.  These need to be completed by 11.00 on a Thursday, at the latest, 

for your child to be admitted on the Monday of the following week, this allows us to ensure we get 

the relevant information to you and that the staffing is in place in line with the strict limiting of 

numbers within ‘Family Groups’.  Those on our initial register will receive an email confirming the start 

and finish times, drop-off and collection points and ‘Family Group’ lead. 

Thank you for your patience and understanding as we have been organising this wider re-opening of 

the Governments Priority Year Groups, taking into account all the Government guidance and 

undertaking Risk Assesssments.   

Please take care and stay safe. 

 

Glyn Rushton - Principal 
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